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Where does our money go, anyway?

Student Senate allocates
funds to organizations
B y Janet Meana
Staff Writer
The Student Senate ap
proved all but one of the 199394 stud en t organ ization 's
budgets last Thursday thathad
been recommended by the
Student Senate Allocations
Committee.
The Senate could not reach
an agreem ent on the
Lanthom's budget, therefore

it was tabled until die follow
ing week. The Lanthom's
original budget request of
$23,000 had been reduced to
$20,000 by the Allocations
Committee. A few senators
felt it should have been re
duced even further.
According to Gary LaFond,
the business manager for the
Lanthom, the $20,000 will be
used for off-campus printing.
"It is the livelihood of the

Lanthom, it is not possible to
produce die kind of paper we
want to produce without it."
LaFond hasbeen invited to the
next Student Senate meeting to
explain the Lanthom's request.
The money that is allocated by
the Student Senate comes from
the student life fee that is col
lected from every full-time un
dergraduate student each se
mester. The $20 student life fee
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Ressler traces history of serial killers
By Beth Grienke
Entertainment Editor

muiu bt nuuubuotman
Robert Ressler, founder and director o f the FBI's violent criminal
apprehension program, shared stories and a slide presentation about
serial killers roith Grand Valley students.

'Tm having a friend over for
dinner."
In the movie Silence of the Lambs,
this simple phrase took on a grisly
significance when the fictious
psychopath Hannibal Lechter
(Anthony Hopkins) said it,
referring to the cannibal meaning
of actually eating a friend.
Robert Ressler, the founder and
director of the FBI's elite Violent
Criminal Apprehension Program,
lectured on die phenomenon of
"real-life monsters" on April 15 in
Kirkhof Center. He is responsible
for coining the term "serial killer"
to describe this type of criminal.
Ressler took excerpts from his
new book Whoever Fights
Monsters: Sexual Homiride and
Serial Killers and showed slides as
he traced the history of serial killers
and why they are becoming more
prevalent in society.
Throughout the talk, Ressler
mixed humor with the frightening
facts of the existence of these
murderers, helping to keep a very
serious subject from becoming too
overwhelming.

Non-traditional students, age
25or older, have concemsabout
child care, financial aid and the
various fees that are added to
their tuition, according to the
results of a survey conducted
by the Student Senate.
The Com m unity Affairs
Community sent out 2,000
surveys to non-traditional
students at foe beginning of die
1993winter semester to mid out
their concerns and suggestions.
About 40 percent of the surveys
were returned.
"We felt for die longest time
that the non-traditional
students haven't really been
heard," said Headier Wood,

vice-president
of
the
Com m unity
A ffairs
Committee.
Currently, Grand Valley has
961 full-time and 1/488 parttime non-traditional students.
"Non-traditional students
attend Grand Valley State
University because of our
strong academic reputation,
good program s and the
convenient location of the
Allendale and Grand Rapids
campuses," said Peter Taaros,
a member o f the Student
Senate's Community Affairs
Committee.
"Generally these students
already have fam ilies and
they're already settled down
in this area," Wood said.
"Basically they're here to get
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an education."
The survey showed that nontraditional students are not
interested in a social life on
campus. Most work full time and
doret have the time to become
involved in campus activities.
Over 70 percent oppose the
student life fe e because they are
too busy to attend the events
funded by the fee.
"Mostnon-traditional students
are family oriented and most
programs on campus are focused
toward only the traditional
student," Taaros said.
They suggested that the student
life fee be lowered or eliminatedfor
them or made optional
Theyabo suggested moreevening
daseesykxigerhoursfortheEbeihard
Center computer labs, more dasses
Pitas* see NEEDS, p. 3
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Non-traditional students voice different needs
By Janet Meana
Staff Writer
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School of Ed requirements
raised
great numbers, but individuals

By Chris Olsen
Staff Writer

Students planning to apply for
the Grand Valley's School of
Education must study a little
harder and practice up on their
interviewing techniques if
wanted to be accepted.
The minimum requirement
gradepcrintaverage will be raised
frxmi2 5 to2.8, while the interview
for acceptance into the school of
education will be weighted on a
point basis. The interview in the
past was not formally scored
upon the person's knowledge
and performance during the
interview.
"Weare not looking to graduate

who have demonstrated that
they have the academic ability
to teach," Allen Ten Eyck,
Director of the School of
Education.
The fact
that
other
departments have a higher
grade point requirements and
more overall competition was
cited as a reason for the
increased qualifications.
Ten Eyck said that Grand
Valley is looking for that special
person to become an educator
out of the Grand Valley
program.
Around 100
applicants for the school would
be accepted each semester.
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Just say n o . . . to grapes
havebeencontaminated foryears.
Chavez told of "cancer dusters'
in foe grape growing valleys of
The pesticides used on table California, north of Los Angeles:
•McFarland, a community*
grapes
causes
cancer,
miscamages,dermatitis,sterility with a population of about6,000,
and birth defects in agricultural has a 800 percent higher cancer
workers and may also be rate than foe national average in
dangerous for foe consumer as children between the ages of 4
well, said Cesar Chavez in a and 12.
•Earlimart, about 15 miles
speech at Louis Armstrong
Theatre Friday morning.
north, has a cancer rate 1200
Chavez, 66, president of foe percent higher than foe national
United Farm W orkers of average.
"These cancer dusters are very
America, isadvocatingaboycott
of table grapes to send a message technical andnow,ofcourse, very
tothefarmownersthatpesticides controversial, but foe victims are
are dangerous.
very human, very innocent and
"The boycott is to encourage very small," Chavez said. "We
them to stop using foe pesticides need to stop it, we need to do
before it's too late," he said. something, and that's why we're
"We'vegot to deal with it no w, if here today."
State bureaucracy reports that
not now, it's going to be much
the problem exists and the cause
worse later."
The issue is public policy vs. is unknown, but daims that the
public action, Chavez said. He cause is not the pesticides,
advocates public action at the according to Chavez.
"We know they're lying. How
super market. "It is a very
powerful way to vote, you don't can they say they don't know
need a majority and foe polls what it is, but know it's not the
never dose. We don't have to pestiddes?"
Tablempesare the largest food
stop 100 percent of the product.
We want to stop 3,4 or 5 percent crop in California. There are more
of thesales, enough to warn them pestiddessprayedongrapesthan
that there's something coming if anyofoercropin California except
they don't shape up. We want tobacco. Although only 22
percent of the work force is
them to start talking."
According to Chavez, he has employed in the table grape
been involved in the the issue of industry, they have more cases of
pesticides since 1958. A 1965 pesticide related problems than
boycott was successful at the work force in all the other
stopping the use of DDT in crops combined, Chavez said.
The boycott does not include
California two and a half years
before it was banned in the raisins or wine, Chavez added.
Pesticides aren'tover-sprayed on
United States.
Pestiddes are everywhere, he those grapes because they don't
said. They're in the streams, air, have to look perfect at the
soil, fields and some water wells marketplace.
By Janet Meana
Staff Writer

Ricardo Meana, a former law
professor at Grand Valley, who
now lives in Ruskin, Fla. and
works with farm workers there,
hasn't bought California grapes
in years.
He likens foe defense of foe
agriculture community of
California to the tobacco industry.
"It'sfoesamedamnthing/'Meana
said. "They get some of their own
lured whores who get up there
and say 'we haven't established a
positive link y et'" . .
Meana is foe chairman of foe
board of foe Ruskin Migrant and
Community Health Carter. He
recalls an incident about two and
ahalfyearsagoinWimauma,Fla.,
where workers were sentbackirito
the fields too soon after pesticides
were sprayed. About 80 workers
required emergency medical
treatment, of which, 12 had acute
symptoms that lasted for weeks.
Meana, who specializes in
workmen compensationlaw, said,
"At first foe insurance companies
were a little reluctant to cover the
caie,butfoey finally kicked inand
we took care of the situation from
that point of view."
They tried to keep track of the80
workers, but Meana said it is

difficult Unlike California farm
workers who work in the same
location year round, the Florida
farm workers migrate to where
the work is. The farm workers are
also intimidated by foe ranchers
not to report incidents concerning
pesticides.
Meana said he also had a lot of
individual cases involving
pesticides when he practiced law
m Grand Rapids. 'In Michigan,
the farm worker's housing is
frequently close to the field." The
wind )would carry airborne
pesticides into their homes. - -■>
"It's only logical, if you keep
poisoning;somebody,over the
short term that it's going to have
some effect on their morbidity,"
Meana said.
Chavez was brought to Grand
Valley by the Latino Student
Union and was cosponsored by
the Multicultural Center. His
presentationincluded foeUFWA
video, "N o Grapes," which
showed foe families and children
effected by cancer and birth
defects in the grape growing
regions of California.

Summer Work

Vector corp. will b e adding 2 5 GVSU STUDENTS for the Sum m er.
• F lexib le h o u rs
• $ 8 . 5 0 to s ta r t
• F u ll a n d P a rt tim e
• No exp . needed / will tra in
• All m ajo rs m ay ap ply (F re sh m a n -S e n lo r)
• Ideal resu m e b uild er
• M ay w ork in h om etow n
( 3 0 0 offices NATIONWIDE)
• Interview now, s t a r t b efore / a fte r finals
• S ch o la rsh ip s - college c re d its p ossib le

RENTACAR

We Rent To: 18 &
older with credit card

If y o u m issed u s on cam p u s, ca ll

Special Weekend Rates
Grand Rapids
3795 28th SW
(616)532-9100

Grand Haven
424 S. Beechtree
(616) 842-9100

Stephanie Mack, a junior in
fin an ce, w as awarded a
national grand prize trip for
two to Senegal, Africa.
The topic of the essay dealt
w ith th e m ost significant
co n trib u tio n o f AfricanAmericans in foe past 20 years.
Mack focused on rap music's
influence on our society, saying
that it is a medium with which
the voices of today's youth can
express their ideas.
Mack won first place at the
university and state level for
the "Heritage and Pride" essay
contest during Black History
Month.
She received $750 and a
leather jacket.
Representing the state of
Michigan, her essay advanced
to nationals and Mack was one
of 10 prize winners who will
make the all-expense paid trip.

STATEWIDE OPENINGS!!

A D W 5M ?3T A G E

CARS & VANS

Junior wins
trip to Africa

245-6250

Holland
176 Columbia
(616)3944800

G rad u atin g S e n i o r s ,
Has A Present For You !
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This year's graduating seniors are
eligible for a special
Lincoln-M ercury allowance of $ 4 0 0
toward the purchase of a new 1993
Mercury Topaz 2-door with air
conditioning, 5-speed stick shift and
front wheel drive for as low as
$ 8 ,9 9 9 . Rebate to dealer.

CONGRATUMnONS
CLASS OF 1993!
Mountain Jack’s would like you to invite
your friends and family to celebrate your
achievements with us.
We will have special graduation hours to
put the finishing touch on your special day.
2:00-11:00 p.m. Reservations Recommended.

F o r d e ta ils , tak e this ad to any
D an P fe iffe r sa le s e x e c at Dan
P f e iff e r L in c o ln -M e rc u ry 4 1 4 0
P la in fie ld o r 2 8 th S tre e t and
B re n to n S o u th e a st.

O U N TA IN
CK’S.
PRIME BIB - CHOICE STEAKS

KENTWOOD • 3600 28th St. S.E.* 949-9033
■

■

i

GRANDVILLE 3075 28th St SW . 530-7405
-

i
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MONEY, from p .l
was first collected in the fall of
1989. according to Bob Stoll,
Director of Student Life.
During the 1992-93 school
year, $302,920 was collected.
Of that, $32,000 pays the sal
ary of one staff person in the
student life office. The rest of
the money is controlled by the
Student Senate. They allocate
$200,000 to campus organiza
tions each year, they set aside
$18,000 in a spontaneous
spending and new organiza
tions account and the remain
der goes intoareserve account
To receive funding, an or
ganization must be open to
anyone and can't be political
or religiou s, said Scott
Goldberg, the vice-president
of allocations.
O ver $400,000 was re
quested by 53 student organi
zations for die 1993-94 school
year, Goldberg said.
Goldberg and his commit
tee of seven senators had the
responsibility of cutting the
requests by more than half.
They started by holdings
hearings, at which, members
of each organization were
given 15 minutes to answer
questions and explain their
Q u e sts.
After holding hearings for
three days, the allocations
committee spent about 12
hours making the cuts. When
they got down to $234/100 it
started getting hard, Goldberg
said. "We had to cutthings we
feltshould havebeenfunded."
O rganization m embers
have the option of appealing
their budget allocation. Any
questions can be directed to
the Student Senate office.
Following is a list of the or
ganizations that received al
locations from the Student
Senate:

Student Senate- 33,828
Spodight Productions- 32/175
CinemaTECH- 21,275
Lanthom- 20,000*
Grand Valley Hockey Gub11,615
Black Student Union- 9,738
Issues and Ideas- 9/592
Sound Spectrum Concert Pro
ductions- 8,762
Crew Team - 7,378
M ajor Campus A ctivities6,415
Sid Team- 6,080
Men's Volleyball Club- 3,500
Latino Student Union- 3,230
Voices of G V SU -2,939
WCKS Student Radio- 2,366
NAACP- 2,346
Men's Soccer Q ub- 2,235
Women's Soccer Q ub- 2,043
M.S.E.T- 2/126
W om en's Volleyball Club1,525
Council for Exceptional
Children-1,364
Martial Arts G u b -1,000
GVSU Backpacking G ub- 954
Students
for
Animal
Awareness-712
Chemistry G u b 595
Travel Unlimited- 595
Cross-Cultural Club- 545
Ten Percent of U- 496
Euchre G ub- 356
American Marketing
Association- 325
Lacrosse G ub- 325
Pre Physical TherapyGub-297
GVSU Pre Med G u b -286
Pre Law Club- 280
Biology Club- 277
Society for Advancement of
Management- 220
Grand Valley Ad C lub-196
Finance Club-175
Public Relations Student
Society of America-145
Russian Circle 130
Students
Promoting
Awareness About Sexuality130
* not yet approved
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SERIAL, from p. 1 -----------------Alone die way, he dissected
SSenceoftheLambs, thathas drawn
serial killers into a more frequent
topic in entertainment field in
films and television shows.
Ressler has investigated and
interviewed many serial killers
during his 20 year FBI career,
including ones such as Jeffrey
Dahmer, John Wayne Gacy,
Charles Manson,Ted Bundy, arid
David Berkowitz (Son of Sam).
"The amoimt of violence today is
far beyond what it has ever been
in thiscountry," hesaid. This can
be traced to several changes such
as the tearing apart of families
and the new types of movies on
video that portray "some pretty
bizarre stuff."

He targeted childhood as the
impressionable age to whether
or not someone becomes a serial
killer. In the horror flicks, heads
roll a lot If the kids can laugh,
then their reaction is good and
normal. However, there is that
one person who does not laugh
but gets titillated and excited,
who"sees it and fascinates."
Ressler closed the lecture with
points for the prevention of
making more of these killers as
well as how to avoid getting
caught by one of them. He
targeted catching the kids with
aberrant behavior while still in
elementary schools and treating
them early as the only way to
stop future violence.

He finished with two tips on
how to avoid getting caughtby a
serial killer, first, "you can't tell
a book by its cover/' Ressler
stated, "serial killers, as far as I
am concerned are some of the
nicest people I have m et In a
controlled setting, they can seem
normal and cnarming, but
behind that (a diabolical mind is
at work)."
The second step to protection
is common sense. College
campuses are used as a vehicle
for many of the serial killer
murders. Therefore, Ressler
advised students to remember
to lode doors, to not trust people
unnecessarily, and to go out in
groups.

NEEDS, from p. 1 -----------------at the Muskegon Campus and
more telecourse classes.
Other suggestions they had
include having programs for
famffiesinsteadttindiwualsand
having more emphasis on
Christianity.
'They would also like to have
that pertain to non
studentssuchasbudget

planning, marriage counseling
and informational seminars,
Tadiossaid.
"Some of the things they want
are already provided by the
Counseling Center," Wood said.
Tthinkthatoneofthebigpioblems
is that wehavealotof servicesand
tile information just isn't getting
out"

Results of the survey are being
sent to the appropriate people,
Wood said, so tne non-traditional
student's
concerns
and
suggestions can be addressed.
"They
also
expressed
satisfaction that they are finally
being recognized as part of the
Grand Valley community,"
Tadros added.

I t ' s F i n a l 's M a n i a

S tu d e n ts
and D om in o's Pizza has a deal lo r y o u ...

"E xam -C ram S p ecial"
Call between 8pm to close and get

$Q 99 f

ANY PIZZA
ANY SIZE

for ju st
Plus all the toppings P p P U
you w ant for " xV H i

®

•Offer expires 4/30/93 •Timed order delivery only
•Single portion toppings
_

"Pizza By The Slice"

C A LL*
_

------

2 7 3 2 P o rt Sheldon

April 25th thru 28th at the Kirkhoff
Center after 6:30 pm
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Domino's Twisty
op

Looks like a
Vivarin night.
It's 10 PM . You've cram m ed for finals
all w eek . Took tw o today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
sem ester's w orth o f Philosophy into
one take-hom e exam , in one night.
But how do you stay aw ake when
you're totally w iped? Revive
w ith V ivarin . S a fe as coffee,
V ivarin h elp s keep you awake
and m en tally alert for hours.
So w h en you have pen in
h and , bu t sleep on the brain,
m ake it a V ivarin night!

FRANKLY

speaking
with Frank Buscemi

A FOND FAREWELL!
It all started when I was really
young. I remember those quiet
little walks to elementary school.
I remember thosefuiv-filledwalks
to middle school. I remember
those embarrassing bus rides to
high school when I searched for
an identity, couldn't get a date,
and carried around a tube of
Gearasil. It'sover. After 16 years
of pain-staking labor, mental tor
ture, stress, etc., it's finally over.
The sand has dumped from the
hourglass of my education. The
fatladyiswaimingupbackstage.
The cat is in the bag. It'savery
strange feeling. Soonl'llbewearing a blue dress and a funny hat
and walking somewhere. No, it's
not marching band, it's gradua
tion.
It's as if higher education was
like a fifth limb to me, not that I'd
use it or anything, but it was nice

to know that it was there. Now,
it's gone. I have to go into that
dreaded paradox we call the real
world.
This means going out and
groveling for jobs that I'm not
sure thatlreally want. This means

points to it, though,
to go to another class again, as
long as I live! No more tests, no
more academia.
So before I depart there's some
dungs I'd like to say. First of all,
what's with those eight gallon
buckets of popcorn and pop you
get at the movies? Four of us
' i popcorn
popcc
couldn't eat that much
in a month! The
t he problem I have
ha
most is that liquid chemical but
ter they put on i t It makes the
whole bucket slippery and you
usually end up dropping the

popcorn all over foe floor of foe
place. "N ic e goin', Putz! That
cost me last week's check!"
And what's with that keg of
Coke they giveyou? Ican'tdrink
that much after a hockey game!
And for those that do drink that
much I hope you enjoy that sev
enteen minutes in foe bathroom
and miss foe whole movie!
How come they put those an
noying little bearers on those
work trucks? You know, the ones
you can hear from 22 miles a way
at seven fifty-two in the morn
ing. Imagine, it's a very quiet
summer morning, your mind
has drifted somewhere beyond
the Twilight Zone, when "Beep,
beep, beep, beep, beep, beep,
beep" breaks that lovely silence,
followed by the clanging of foe
dump truck.
How come they're wrapping
CD's like they're some kind of
you gnaw through
this, you get to foe prize, your
CD! Thenit's wrapped in plastic.
You cut thatoff witn your pocket
knife and try to open it up so you
canlistentoit,butno. Tneyhave
to put some secret holographic
sticker on it to deter you even
more.
At that point you're
screaming, "Gimme the damn
CDbeforelgoonakillingspree!"
You know what I can't stand
aboutspringand summer? Bugs!
I hate bugs. I hate bugs big-time.
They come into your house, eat
your food, and walk all o v a your

dean floor. They're like a room
mate who won't pay rent and
won't get out! I understand na
ture. .. well sort of... and I know
thatfoere'sthatwholefood chain
thing but what I really want to
know is, is there something I can
buy that makes bugs stay at a
friend's house? I especially hate
mosquitoes. How do they fit into
tire food chain? I don't eat them,
except when I'm riding my motorcyde and one inadvertently
flies into my mouth. They fly
around with thatannoyingbuzz,
bite you, and then they die?
What's the point? Though 1must
admit I really enjoy seeing them
bounce off of my windshield
when I'm going 75 m.p.h. on a
fresh sumrrrerevening. So,Iguess
they have a purpose.
Well, foe timehas come for my
imminent departure from this
institution. I'd like to thank ev
eryone for his or her support of
this column and for all foe letters
I've received over foe past year.
I'd like to wish everyone the best
of luck in hisor her pursuit of that
ever-dusivedegreein something.
I must also admit that this has
been quite educational as well as
entertaining. Wait, I think I feel a
tearcomingoa Nope,false alarm.
Ileaveyouallwithafewwords
I firmly believe in. Stand up for
what you believe in and make i t a
reality. Hold onto your dreams
and make them a reality. Ifyou'renot dreaming, you're not living.
Until our paths cross again, I
bid thee a fond farewell.

A nother fond farew ell.
Something stinks at Nike and it’s not the shoes
"Boycott Nike shoes!" That is right, boycott Nike shoes, #23, and all
those associated with the promotion of their apparel.
You may be wondering why I might say such a thing. Well, I could
give you aoout 119 reasons why. Here an excerpt of an article from the
February issue of the local UAW and AFL-GO magazine.
In 1984, Nike closed its last US. shoe plant and sent its jobs overseas.
Today, Indonesian workers make Nikes for 14 cents an hour - two
cents more if they work overtime. Eighty percent of the Nike workers
in Indonesia are women. The International Labor Organization says
that 88 percent of foe Indonesian women working at these wages are
malnourished. Even the Indonesian government says that it is not
enough to survive.
It costs Nike just $5.95 in materials and labor to make a pair of cross
trainers in Indonesia. They retail for $124.99 a pair here in the U S. That
is $119 extra per pair of shoes. Other Nike plants are in China, Malaysia,
and Thailand, where working conditions are lousy and unions are
crushed and controlled by their governments.
This stinks!
Nike is a $3.4 billion corporation with $3292 million in after-taxprofits in foe last fiscal year. Why can't they bring those jobs back to the
US.? They could pay American workers seven or eight dollars an hour
to make their shoes and still make a hefty profit The reason is simple:
greed..
When you watch Nike commercials you get the impression that you
can excel in sports if you wear their athletic shoes and apparel. They give
>u the impression that you can be popular and noticed if you wear
ike apparel, but in reality, you are disgracing yourself, our country,
and exploiting Mike's barbaric overseas tactics. 'Just don't do it, should
be foe new slogan for Nike.
The ability to change our country back to foe economic super pxiwer
of the pre-Iteagan/Bush era depends upon our good judgment Let's
not be stupid and buy Nike shoes, let's buy a good American shoe.
Consumers Reports recommends foe US-made Saucony Jazz 300 as
the best running shoe on foe market, and a leading German magazine
rates foe U.S.-made New Balance athletic shoes as foe best in foe world.
So once again I say "Boycott Nike and #23."

W e d n e sd a y , A p ril 2 1 , 1 9 9 3
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By Sarah Stinson
Editor in Chief
Justby coincidence, thereare
alotofumthom staffmembers
who are graduating in 10 short
days. So, 111 warn you now, if
you haven't figured it out yet,
that this issue is laden with
witty/ touching/sentimental /
sometimes sappy thoughts
fromalmost every singleoneof
the aforementioned graduates.
Since I am foe editor of this
thing, I have a wide range of
duties, and on the rare occasions when I do actually get to
pu t pen to papa, I usually con
fine myself to writing some
where between pages 13 and
16. (That's Sports, for those of
you who may not read foe pa
per very often.)
Most of my editorial respon
sibilities are behind foe scenes,
and I don't get to meet as many
people as I might like to, be
cause I am trapped fairly con
stantly downstairs in Kirkhof
Center trying to ensure that The
Lanlhom is on the stands every
Wednesday (for those of you
wholiketbdofoecrosswonlin
yourWednesdaynightdasses).
To foe majority of you I may
be a nameless, faceless person
babbling on here in foe Opin
ion section, but I figured it out
foe other day and realized I

have played some role in puttmgoutsomewherearound 149
issuesof TheLanlhomin thepast
past
five years, so I figure maybe I
deserve this space to say how
ever manyuselessthingslwant
Like a dear friend of mine often
says, "I'm doing this one just
for me."
v to put
I'm not sure how
put to
gether this jumble of tnin^
things I
want to share, so when indoubt
I'll use the same organizational
system another famous be
fuddled Lanthom writer always
did. (That's Dave Benner, for
those of you who may not read
the paper very often.)
• In my earlier years here at
Grand Valley, I did not take my
education very seriously. My
ratio of study time to every
thing else I did was pretty piti
ful.
Eventually, I paid foe price,
and I went through academic
probation and "jeopardy of
suspension" and all that good
stuff. I am lucky, and grateful
now, to still be around today,
and I hope noneof you will take
school as lightly as I first did.
I wentuplast week to buy m
capandgown,and even thoug
I snelledout $1820, it was kind
of a neat feeling. Please take me
seriously when I say that all the
late night cups of coffee (or
Please see SARAH, p. 5

l

Dan Powell

The points of view expressed in this section do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the staffs of The
Lanthom or of Grand Valley State University.
Letters to the Editor should be 500 words or less,
and The Lanthom reserves the right to edit for content,
space, and readability.
Submissions may be dropped off in The Lanthom
office, downstairs Kirkhof Center, or should be sent to
the following address:
Grand Valley State University
The Lanthom- "Letters to the Editor”
One College Landing
Allendale, Ml 49401
•••••••••••••a
Editorial Phone 895-3120
Business Phone 895-3608
FAX 895-3700
HOM ING OP THE LANTHCRN D RJNDGD IN PAST PY YOUR STUCBtfT LB* FEE
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whatever form you take your caf
feine in) while you slave away at
your homework will all be worth
it someday.
• Good luck to my successor at
The Lanthom, Jennifer Wigger.
You are a worthy heir apparent,
and I wish you all die best.
• I guess my most important
mission in writing this column is
to thank just a few of the many
people who have supported me
over die past few years, or just to
let them know that they made a
difference to me. Here goes—
• To all of my staff members
(and advisors) over the past five
years (200 or so of you)— drank
you for all of the effort you have
pu t into die success of this news
paper.
Without all of you, I would not
have had a job to do, and there
would be no Lanthom. Whether
you answered tire phone, or took

pictures, or copy edited, you are
some of the few who know how
truly hard we have all worked
down here.
• To Professor Don Williams.
You have been a tremendous en
couragement to me, both person
ally and professionally, over the
past few years. Even when I have
not seen you very often, your
support has meant an unspeak
able amount to me— thank you.
• To the members of the laker
hockey teamsof1988, '89, *90,and
HI. The wins weren't frequent,
but we all had a lot of fun, didn't
we? Lots of memories especially
of die moon over 131 that cola
March night—you all know who
you are!
• To Coaches Kelly, Martinez,
Quinn, DenBrock, Gilmore,
Cramer, and Wilson. This semes
ter has been more than just an
internship. Much more! Seri

ously, I have learned a lot, but
more importantly, I have made
good, lasting, friends. Move you
guys and wish you all a 15-0 sea
son this fall.
• To "the other Sara," the best
friend 1 will ever have. You've

been a saint to be my roommate
for five years. Thanks for all the
"General Foods International"
moments.
•Tomymom. Youhavetaught
me abou t the important things in
life, like strength, loyalty, and
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dedication.
•Toallofyou, I'll end with the
cheesiest closing that we could
think of last week at our edi torial
meeting (that my Advisor asked
us specifically not to use), "Good
bye, good luck, and courage."

New hours open Monday through Friday, 7:30am-5:30 pm
Starting March 29
Please phone 241 -6335 for more information
about life saving plasma donations

h

vi r

WH J it x J T

IJ.
H

1973 So. Division (Corner of Burton)

tyK. j

Sot your own hour

'

Sera-Tec Biologicals

w H I .
!
m i

New Plasma Donors will need
legal picture ID and social
security card if address on ID is
not current. Please bring
evidence of current residence.

Poslttons now available for the
1993-94 school year.

Donors are reimbursed $15
for each 1 hour automated
plasma collection,

H ELP SAVE L IV E S ’
Receive $15 per donation at a maximum
of two donations per week.

rCome see us inlii^lower lev^ Klrkhof Center^

The Division of Student Services congratulates the various Leadership Award Recipients.
LEADERSHIP AWARDS W ER E PRESENTED
TO THE FOLLOWING AT THE AWARDS
BANQUET ON APRIL 12,1993.

LEADERSHIP ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS W ER E PRESENTED TO
THE FOLLOWING AT THE LEADERSHIP RECOGNITION
BANQUET ON APRIL 14,1993.

GOLD
KEN N ETH R. VENDERBUSH
AWARD
Katheryn Sly

Psychology

THOMAS M. SEYKORA AWARD FOR
OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION
Lisa Belt
Roger Boomer
Leiande Bond
Elizabeth Buskirk
Michael Crawford
Catherine Grayson
Lisa Howe
Monique James
Jennifer Mitteer
Albert Nowak, Jr.
Wannetta Perkins
Jennifer Ratcliffe
Dana Roseman
Charlotte Snyder
Franklin Vanpelt

Health Sciences
Biomedical Sciences
Public Administration
Management

English
Marketing
Therapeutic Recreation
Journalism
Public Administration
Therapeutic Recreation
Accounting
Art
Psychology
Psychology
Spanish

Lisa Belt
Kim Butler
Earl Blackburn
Derek Brown
RexDressel
Todd Green
Dan Guentert
Tim Guentert
Terri Inman
Oscar Jones
Steven Nicolet
Al Nowak
Maribeth Robak
Larry Schafer
Kathy Sly
ScotSroka
LoaStrine
Drew Wilson

SILV ER
LJsa Belt
Earl Blackburn
Derek Brown
Ed Cardenas
HoflyCofer
Carrie Cooper
RexDressel

Christine Fein
Dee Fekdt
Trista Folkening
Michele Gardener
Todd Green
Dan Guentert
Tim Guentert
Gretchen Hagstrom
AnneHoudek
Lynnea Janssen
Oscar Jones
Amy Lehman
Steven Nicolet
Al Nowak
Marbeth Robak
Robert Rostoni
Kathy Sly
Brandon Solano
Dave Taylor
Mark Thomas
Tana Tull
Josh Vanbergen
A J. Williams
Drew Wilson

BRONZE
FranAbaladejo
LaShonda Anthony

Nelson Aquino
KenArends
T n a Blank
Roberta Briney
Charles Bron
Heather B ruiw el
JiBCabanBa
Paula C ahider
Ed Cardenas
Kathleen Carini
Tara Chambers
Rebecca Chomos
HoflyCofer
Michele Conely
Nichole Cromer
Kristen Cuhran
Richard Damstra
Deana Doan
Karen Dood
Ngina Dunklin
Bill Essling
Stacy Faust
Michelle Fehr
Christine Fein
Dee Feld
Susan Flickinger
Kristen Fronczak

Brian Futon
Shannon Fundunburks
Christine Gadzinski
TakeeSa Garrett
Angel Gipsen
Darcy Gould
Molly Grant
Mahrini Hardemon
Crystal Hart
Charles Hoff
Felicia Houston
Jason Kalis
Yoshki Kumazawa
LeeLaFond
Tony Lawrence
SaraLePage
Amy Lohman
Brandon Lowe
Alena McBee
Samantha McBee
Ryan McDonald
Jamie McGolfin
Virgee McLain
Robin McLeod
TaraM cNabb
Janet Meana
JohnMeyne
Mark Montague

Nichole Montressor
Bisa Pelton
Crystal Pettus
JennfferPfeffer
Ann Porter
Tony Queen
Jacqueline Rahning
Fred Rodriguez
Debbie Rogers
Jeannine Rowe
Cheryl Sanfond
Anne Simon
Suzie Sleeva
Netfa Smith
Brandon Solano
Marilyn Sorita
Maria Staten
Lavillie Tate
Peter Tadros
A nde Taylor
David Taylor
Sarah Teubert
Kevin Thomas
Michelle Wells
Kathy Wemple
Kim Westrick
A J. Williams
Jennifer Wong

irst band to perform at the Rites o f Spring festival downstairs in the K irkhof
Center. The Rites o f Spring Concert featured three bands, and was sponsored by WCKS.

Student film
to premiere
at Studio 28

W e d n esd a y , A p ril 2 1 , 1 9 9 3

By Lynnelle Tans
Campus Life Editor
The 16-millimeter II film
and video class at GVSU is
producing a film to stress to
teenagers that suicide is not
an alternative to their
problems.
Last summer Julian
Boyance, a GVSU student,
wrote a script about a
teenager whose life was
falling apart. Cain Thurman,
the main character, started
having problems after his
parents split up and he and
his father started to drift
apart. Thurman-also faced
breaking up with his
girlfriend.
After these
difficulties, he couldn't see
the beauty in life anymore.
"I wrote the script to speak
to teenagers, not to speak at
them/' said Boyance. "The
film is not to entertain but is
informative and thought
provoking."
Scenes for the 25-minute
film include various places
in the Grand Rapids area,
including The Red Carpet
Inn, Central High School and
downtown Grand Rapids.
M embers of the 16
millimeter II class directed
and produced the film.
The main character is a
student at Jenison High
School.
The filming of the script
began in mid-January and is
currently in the editing stage.
The final stages to complete
the film include taking the
film to Zenith Studios in
Chicago
to build
a
soundtrack and a local band
will provide the music for
the film.
"ToOverlook Beauty" will
premiere at Studio 28 on May
24-25 at 7:30p.m.

PHOTO BY DAN IRVINC

Senior drama students direct two plays
Two contemporary one-act plays will be presented to the public free of charge on April 22-24 in the
Louis Armstrong Theatre.
The shows are directed by senior drama majors Brad Raffenaud and Michael Dietrich, and feature
all- student casts and crews. "Dreaming Wild" directed by Raffenaud, and 'Twice Around The Park"
staged by Dietrich, are amusing comedies recently produced in New York.
The casts include Allen Williams, Cara Corwin, Karen Sanders, and Scott Wilber.
The event is being co-sponsored by the School of Communications and the student drama group
S.T.A.G.E. Curtain times are 8 p.m. Thursday through Saturday, and the performance lasts 75
minutes.

Important issues the focus of Women's Festival
By Heidi Gullekson
Staff Writer
The W om en's Studies
Program and the Women's
Voices Qub sponsored a Spring
Festival from April 14-17, which
included
a variety
of
presentations on informative
issues, and many fun-filled
activities, including films and
live music.
The Festival began with the
focus on the W om en's
Literature Contest. There were
winners in four separate areas:
Academic Essay- Freshman
1st: Karen Machinski, "MaleChauvinist Pig? Who? Me?"
Academic Essay- Upperclass
1st Beth Grienke, "Women
on the Run"
2nd: Tricia Brink, "The
Battle"
3rd:
Jen nifer Boyers,
"Intimacy Versus Isolation:
Erickson Can't Help Me Now!"
Honorable Mention: Kathy
Six, "Women, Modern and
Historical"
Fiction
1st:
Bunny LaBuda,
"Embroidered Sheets"
2nd: Peter Armstrong, "The
Smell of Wet Dog"
3rd: Rebecca Ludwick,
"Wipeout"
Honorable Mention: Carole
McVey, "A nother Evening
Begins"
Poetry
1st: Jessica Wallace, "Soil
Creation"
2nd: Linda Mae, "Through
the Lens of Woman"
3rd: Pat McKeage, "Lessons
From the Forties"
Honorable Mention: Sarah
Oliver, "A Call to Women"
Honorable Mention: Vicki
Vanneste, "The Princess"

Other events during
the Women's Festival
included presentations
on topics such as
"O pportunities
for
Women in Business" and
"Gender Equity in the
Elementary Classroom."
Several discussions, at
the Kirkhof Center, were
also conducted, on topics
such
as
"Sexual
Harassment at GVSU."
On the last day of the
Festival, there was a
three-hour self defense
workshop at the Field
House.
The Women's Festival
was a time to focus on
issues discussed in many
of the Women's Studies
classes. Along with the
variety of entertainment
and activities, the festival
was an opportunity to
discuss and share these
important issues.

PHOTO BY DAN IRVINC

Bernadette Labuda reads a composition
in the CoolcVeVJitt Center on April 14.

Heather Miller instructs Jennell Biller and Sheryl Boomgaard in the
basics o f self-defense. A ivomen 's self-defense seminar was offered as
r the Women's Festival.
PHOTO m DAN IRV,NC

S tudents get a night of
fun in Spring Fest '93
By Steven Nicolet
Staff Writer

At Spring Fest '93:
above: Derek Lutchka and H eidi
Schapman enjoy slow dancing.

below: Freshman Dave Perrin
demonstrates his exotic dancing
skills.

On April 16 the Kleiner Com
mons was jammed packed with
people dancing and getting wild.
"Radioactive" D.J. service mixed
the hits. They had karoke, raffle
drawing giveaways, and a sexy
dance contest w here Dave
Duimstra showed his stuff.
In the karoke con test Ed
Cardenas, Chas Hoff, and Jason
Kirkpatrick brought a lot of
laughter when they sang 'T o All
The Girls I Loved Before." Mike
Hall brought back memories of
lastyear’sStar Search competition
and Homecoming serenades
when he took first place by sing
ing "Stand By Me."
From tire "Hokey Pokey" to
Sir Mix-a-lot's "Baby Got Back,"
there was a great variety of music
played, not to mention the good
special on pizza all night.
"That was the most Km I had in
years!" exclaimed the exhausted

■.........
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Comedy doubleheader makes for twice the laughs
By Heidi Gullekson
Staff Writer
Spotlight
Productions
presented the last two
comedians of the semester in a
grand-slam finale Saturday
night
The show, which took place
in the Kirkhof Center, first
presented the young-looking
Robbie Printz, who has
appeared on the MTV Half-hour
Comedy Hour.
Printz
opened
his
performance with comments
about his baby face. The
audience responded in laughter,
as he compared himself with
the young Doogie Howser. It
was not the appearance tha t was
so bad. He just didn't want to
but excited Dan Seeley.
Spring Fest '93 was
sponsored by Sound Spectrum
Concert Productions, R.H.A.,
Copeland House, Robinson
House, Kistler House, Living
Center I, Living Center II, and
the Ravines.

eyes open!
look like "someone named
Collins moved to the topic of
Doogie!"
"people in love." He told the
He moved on to subject of
comical experience concerning
'cow tipping,' making it a very
his friend who gave his
comical event. Printz had never
girlfriend his credit card, and
tried this unique sport because
never saw the girl again; but he
instead of tipping over cows in
knew she was still alive because
their sleep, he "goes into his
he "still gets the bills." Collins
parents room, while they are
brought his whole performance
sleeping, and rolls them out of
to life with his mastered sound
bed."
effects.
Comedian Wally Collins, the
The Double-Header comedy
host of Comedy C entral's
show ended with a raffle to raise
Stand-Up, Stand-Up, was next
proceeds for Big Brothers/Big
to fill the room with laughs.
Sisters.
His performance began with
Students can look forw ard to
a scenario on college dorm life.
future comedians in the Fall,
This was a topic he knew a lot
starting Sept. 2,1993.
about, as he
en tertain ed
the audience The Latithom S taff wishes to thank
w i t h
co m m u n ity
b a th ro o m
s it u a t i o n s ,
and told of a
>
n o t - s o for five years hard work and dedication
common
roommate he
Sports 'Editor 1988-1989,1389-1990
once had that
‘Editor-in-Chuf1990-1991,1991-1992,1992-1993
slept with his

Sarah P. Stinson

you will 6e missed6y all ofusI

Sum m er Hours

11-2
h ie s : Zenith & IBM
Wed: Apple
& D ata Storage
Dem os at Eberhard C enter
w eek o f 4-19
2 - 7 pm

Mon- Zenith
Tues- D ata Storage
Wed- Apple
Thur- IBM
M ain Lobby - in fro n t of b ook store

Introducing the Class of ’93 Retail Financing Program.
A. Pick out a Toyota Paseo, Tercel or 4x2 (There are 15 Tbyota models under $12,000).
B. Check out the 90-day deferred payment plan. C. Make a deal on your favorite
Toyota and then drive it home with no down payment. «/ igve whatyou dofor me.”
Seems easy doesn’t it? It is, so get to your Toyota dealer
xsx T O Y O T A
today for the details. Then get the Toyota you’ve earned.

See your local Tbyota Dealer
Available only through Toyota Motor Credit

_ .ja o n . Amount financed canrtol exceed M SRP plus the cost ol dealer-installed options and required
license lees Finance charges accrue from the contract date
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determine success
C o u n s e lo r's C o m e r : Interpersonal skills help
respect for, and knowledge and a ctiv itie s which have an
im portant than academ ic
achievement. Interpersonal
skills are a major factor in the
decision-making about who
succeeds and who doesn't.
Knowledge
that
interpersonal skills are an
integral part of academic and
occupational success is unlikely
to cause much concern for most
students. As they reflect on
their past and present
interpersonal relationships,
they might rightfully conclude
that they have demonstrated
adequate interpersonal skills
and therefore decide that they
have nothing to worry about.
But, consider these statistics.
By the year 2000 over half the
United States population will

By John H. Biggio
For many students, grades
are an im portant m atter.
Keeping the grade point
average up is necessary for
adm ission
to
many
undergraduate or graduate
programs, and employersoften
consider college grades when
hiring. However, success in
gaining adm ission to an
academ ic program or in
obtaining desired employment
requires that candidates have
more than just good grades.
M any
interview ers
for
academ ic program s and
employers rate interpersonal
skill as equally or more

be non-white, 13 percent will
be over 65 years old, and one to
10 percent w ill be sexual
minorities. Accompanying
these demographic changes
will be em ploym ent and
consumer environments made
up of people with diverse
interests, attitudes, values and
customs.
Interpersonal
skill,
traditionally developed within
homogeneous family and social
systems, will no longer suffice
within these environments of
social-cultural
d iversity.
Instead,
successes
in
interpersonal relating will
require that an individual
possesses some fundamental
interpersonal skills as well as a

landscapers/lawncare
• construction workers
•factory workers
•

data entry clerks
• typists
• receptionists
•

... and much more!
Jobs pay $ 5 .0 0 - $ 8 .0 0 per hour depending on
position and qualifications. Call Kristi or Cary
at 9 4 2 -2 8 5 0 for an appointment. Positions
opening soon!

U nem ployed?
We can help you find the employment
you deserve by revolutionizing your
resume with innovative technology on
computer disk. Don't bother sending
out the old paper resume. If you want
the job get the Personal Image
Resume Diskette and set yourself
apart. For additional information call
-------------- or write today.----------------

Software Design Innovations
1740 44th St SW Suite 203
Wyoming, MI 49509
(616) 732-2800

K * 8 0 H N l.L
SMO Sh affer Dr- 8E
Kentwood, M
I4
9
5
1
3

GRAND VALLEY APTSu

a business operating In

"G eorgetow n Tow nship" wants all university

X

Co o r s L Ig h t
B u d P ry

$ SUMMER CASH $
W orried about w hat you are going to do
this sum m er ?? W ORRY N O M ORE!
We are in need of...

experienceswith,personsfrom
emphasis on social-cultural
..
.backgrounds.
, -------- diversity. Students might also
diverse
consider taking the initiative to
C andidates who have
establish personal relationshi ps
developed
diverse
with individuals and groups
interpersonal skills will have
from diverse backgrounds.
an advantage as they compete
For
inform ation
on
for entry into academic
programs or seek employment
educational opportunities and
opportunities. The university
activities designed to promote
knowledge and skills in socialenvironm ent offers some
excellen t opportunities to
cultural diversity contact the
Minority Affairs/Multicultural
develop these skills. On a more
informational level, students
Center at 895-2177.
can participate in courses and
w orkshops that provide
education about social-cultural
f M m m w m m m m S
diversity. At a more personal
level, students have available
I TheSevenWoodeisOfTheWoridl
opportunities to participate in
various social and recreational

B u d Lig h t
K illia n s R ed
Miller^Li t e
Miller Reserve

All night Long w/ this ad!*
•Oder good
thru 4/30/93

J o s h 's S o u t h

1820 44th SW

J u s t W est o f B u rlin g am e

r

students to understand that Grand Valley Apts,
supports you In your right to choose where you
live. We feel there are other alternatives to
solving neighborhood disputes.
G.V. Apt. Mgm’t

G

rand V alley A r•
\RIMENTS

O n t i n - n l i i r ill r , i m p i i s . n e x t I d t i l e
w a te r to w e r

Make Your Reservations

Well lit s i dewalk to <a m p i i s
k on i ii ma te mall liinu seivn e a v a i l a b l e now
hsi oi I s to i a l l ip us at mull!
< abl e 1Y
( a l i l l : ; n ] i s i t e l ) l a 11. i (‘ t -1 n e 1 11 i \ 11l a ll it e l l . i l M e
I . a ' i u d i v I a i li lt i t s i n i . t i b I n u l l In ie
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1'let leu a iil pal kinu
1! In i l io o m tin l us h ed apt s uv.ul. tide l<a
si n iimei Im S i'dl) ()() / ini ml h

2 b e d ro o m fu rn is h e d a p a r t m e n t s
s till a v a ila b le fo r fall 9 3 - 4

DON'T DELAY RENT TODAY!

895-6351
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Recognition '93 banquet
honors cam pus leaders

OutstandingContributionToThe
Com m unity
Kim Hansen -Disabilities
Gail K end all -H u n g e r an d
Homelessness
Molly Grant -Literacy
A m y Fddpausch -Seniors
Justin Booth -Environment
Steve Rudy-Youth
A m y Bremer-Health and AIDS

E d w ard C ardenas -Student
Senate, Delta Sigma Phi, Latino
Student Union, RHA

M ost Promising Junior Leader
Women
Heather Wood -Euchre Qub,
Student Senate

Men
Todd Green -Delta Sigma Phi,
Student Senate
James Ryder-Sigma Phi Epsilon,
Student Senate
Brandon Solano -Delta Sigma
Phi
Len V an Popering -Student
Senate

Presidents? Award
Patty Lyczynski -T h eta

Chi

Omega
Steven Nicolet -Euchre Chrb
RobertRostoni - C o p e l a n d
House Council

Organization Awards
Outstanding Program

Brandon Solano - L a t i n o
Student Union, Delta Sigma Phi

S ou nd
S p ectru m
Productions

C o n cert

"Bryan A dam s"
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The Department of Mathematics and Computer Science will
host a retirementopen house for professor Ralph Wiltse on April
22 from 1-3 p.m. in 296 Mackinac Hall.
Wiltse has taught mathematics at GVSU since 1965.

Men

Grand Valley's best were on
hand April 15 for the
Recognition '93 Banquet.
Students and organizations
were honored for their
commitment to leadership on
campus. The event combined
awards from the Volunteer
G VSU !,
Excellence
In
Leadership, and individual
organization awards.
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Open house honors
retiring professor

Bettina Blank-Delta Zeta,Euchre
Q ub, Student Senate

By Steven Nicolet
Staff Writer

.............................................

Len V an Popering -Student
Senate

PHOTO BY ADAMCARROLL

L ow est R en t
N ear C am pus

Courtney M clver
sings "There You
Go" by artist Johnny
Gill, at the
Showtime at the
Apollo held in the
Louis Armstrong
Theatre.

H
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Council

Euchre Q u b
'Japanese Week"

M ost Improved Organization
S ou nd
S p ectru m
Productions

C o n ce rt ■

Campus Public Relations Award
Student Senate
"A llend ale Tow nship Rezoning
Issue"

Community Publicity Award
Sigma Sigma Sigma and Lambda
Chi Alpha
'Teeter Totter for Tots"
Most Creative Fundraising Award
Black Student Union
Concert Production and Cinem a
TECH "Houseparty Pajama Jammie
Jam m "
Most SuccessfulFund Raising Award

Not getting a new
car for graduation?

Sigma Sigma Sigma and Lambda
Chi Alpha
'Teeter Totter for Tots"
Most Innovative Program
Black Student Union
Concert Production,and Cinem a
TECH "Houseparty Pajama Jammie
Jamm"

S helia W illiam s
Organization

O u tstan din g

Euchre Q ub

Outstanding Cultural Program
Black Student Union
"Soul Fest W

im m m

Co-Sponsorship In Programming
Euchre Q ub
Art Hills Spirit Award
Euchre Q ub
Educational Program Award
Black Student Union
Best New Organization
Euchre Q ub

Here’s the next best thing:
No money down, deferred first payment and $400 cash back

Individual Awards

Outstanding Advisor Award
A m ie Sm ith-A lexander -Black

from Ford Motor Company

Student Union
A lberto L. M acias, Jr. -Latino
Student Union
Patricia Rourke -Psi Chi
Jamin Johnson-SiVA A S .
Rick Hanke -Theta Chi Omega
Most Promising Freshman

Women
Anne Simon -Delta Zeta

Men
Jason Kalis -Euchre Q ub

M ost Promising Sophomore
Women

[ ]
■J F O R D U, j nLJ — I
/our loc.il Ford or Mo

V y v 4/

^ C d X X X X X X x A X

Staci W illiam s -Panhellenic

Law Budget Program

S »

y.Ml.-shi|M« «.i1 1 300-321 1536 ' •m

"Mt

'X X
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Photos submitted*) the photo contest were judged by the entire Lanthom photo staff. Due to the
constraints of time, David Rathbun and Bob Bums were not available at the time of judging.

FIVE REASONS To Sell Your Books A t BRIAN S:

1. Top Dollar for your Used Textbooks!
2. No Lines- Brian's has expanded to
serve You better!
3. Free Hot Dogs/Pop during Finals
Week!
4. Fast/Friendly Service!
5. Year-Round Textbook Buyback!
BRIAN'S BOOKS -10383 42nd Ave (next to w ater tow er)

CALL - 892 - 4170

At the movies: Sayonara
By Beth Grienke
Entertainment Editor
Yahoo!
YEEHA!
HOORAYYYYY!
I'm
graduating in May. There, now
the celebrating is over with for
the moment
The sad par t of graduating is
that it means that my role as
Entertainment Editor of the
Lanthom is over. Before I go,
though, there are a few things
left to say.
Unasked Questions:
•Finally, the following are a
few 'most important' questions
that ini all my four years I have
never asked , bu t alw ays
wanted to:
Has anyone noticed that the
up buttons for the elevators in
Kirkhof resemble Star Trek
insignias? Coincidence or
conspiracy?
W hy is Jenison the only
township I have seen that in
stead of having the normal 55
M.P.H. speed signs, has ones
that say "45 M.P.H. ends here?"
Is someone out there secretly
hoping that drivers will get
confused and keep going only

45/50 MPH?
Leftover wishes:
•To the blond guy, Tony, in
the Studio 28 previews, I always
meant to interview you. You
get a lot of flack from moviego
ers who see you every week;
still I imagined you might have
something to say abouttheglory
ofbeingseenbysomanypeople.
Plus, I always meant to get your
autograph, just to add to my
Studio 28 memorabilia.
•To Shellie, my co-movie re
viewer and roommate, may you
always stay comfortably on top
of everything.
•To the entertainm ent
writers, wherever you are, good
luck, happy writing, and don't
letanypopcomgetstuckinyour
teeth.
•To Rebecca Andrews (who
will be returning again in die
fall as a Lanthom employee),
thanks fo r opening up my eyes
to the feminism issues out in the
world and for dragging me to
the interesting speakers. I cer
tainly would not have gone
without you, but afterwards I
was always glad that I had. You
are my inspiration, Tawanda
Red.

•To the guy at Studio 28
who went to see the movie
Bram Stoker's Dracula because
he read my review that was
too favorable and ended up
hating the movie: sorry. A
rating should have run with
the article but didn't. Hope it
didn't make you stop reading
the Lanthom.
•To Erik H., Bob Cooley and
the other photogods who put
up with my som etim es
"sh aky" assignm ents and
brought back just what was
called for in excellent qual
ity— thanks and lots of sweet,
sloppy kisses.
•To Len, thanks for pro
viding honors classes with a
dose of light-hearted fun. It is
nice to know that there are
some sweet, witty politicians
out there.
•To Jack G ordon, the
showbiz/ moviewhiz who
sends us all the information
behind the scenes on movies,
your tips did not help me in
the Grand Rapids Press Oscar
con test but they were
entertaining and titillating.
Enough said. Goodbye one
and all. Thebalconyisdosed.

Local band shows potential in alternative scene
By Mike Ring
Staff Writer

times like so many people tend
to do: "Thoughts reflect/ Days
goneby withoutregret/ Sitting
quiet by the sea/ Near theplace
where love ran free." It is very
hard to classify this song as a
specific m usical style; the
closest comparison could be
made to a combination of a
bluesy Billy Joel, a countrytwang, and a little laid-back
Steve Miller. The other songs
on this tape can stand alone,
but this one is definitely the
best tune.
If you've got a couple of ex
tra bucks in your pocket and
you like a diverse range of
music, go ahead and pick up
"Blades of Grass" by 23° North.
It's great music for the driving
in your car, going to the beach,
or even studying.

Talented music scheduled for May
By Beth Grienke
Entertainment Editor
Blues Traveler will be
perform ing
at
Club
Eastbrook on May 2.
The group's third A & M
album, Save His Soul, has
charted a new mark for the
New York quartet that has
won legions of fans with its
joyous, hybrid rock sound
and marathon tours.
The band includes vocalist/harmonica virtuoso John
Popper, guitarist Chan
Kinchla, bassist Bobby
Sheehan and drummer
Brendan Hill.
Blues Traveler's unique

mix of throaty blues harp,
dense guitar-driven rock, in
novative rhythm and bold
improvisation have enlisted
a nomadic troupe of fanatics
that often come along from
town to town.
"Annie Get Your Gun" is
coming to DeVos Hall and
will be playing May 25-30.
Starring Cathy Rigby, the
musical features such songs
as "There's No Business,"
"D oin '
W hat
Comes
NaturTly," "You Can't Get
A Man with A Gun," "They
Say It's Wonderful," and
"Anything You Can Do."

Neighborhood Soundcheck: Studio C records local bands
By D aw nSoelberg
Staff Writer
i con clu sion for the
ghborhood Soundcheck,
decided to feature an often
oticed part of the music
le: the recording studio,
ion C Studios in Grand

Rapids is the most popular
recording studio for bands in
the West Michigan region.
Located in a miserable alley on
W ealthy Street, Station C
Studios not only records many
local bands such as 256, Verve
Pipe, Liquid Sun, and Black
Carnation, but is also

responsible for commercials for
M eijer's, W hirlpool, and
Cellular One.
Station C Studios specializes
in 24-track production. Each
track (recording of music) is a
digital memory of each
instrument or section used in a
Please see STUDIO, p. 14

By Shellie
VanDeCreek
Staff Writer
Well, this is it folks, I'm
outta here. In a way, it's
kindofsad. I no longer get to
write my fascinating movie
reviews for all you loyal
Lanthom readers, and I no
longer get to take relaxing
naps in the library, bu t worst
of all, I'm going to miss the
school atm osphere in
general. . . well, most of it
anyway. I don't suppose I'll
m iss the food, or the
homework, or the endless
search for a parking place.
And I definitely won't miss
the hideous sight of AuSable
Hall. Maybe it isn't so sad
after all.
Before I go, I'd just like to
make a few comments. First
of all, I think it is about time
Studio 28 changed the
commercial we all have to
endurebeforebeingallowed
to actually enjoy a movie.
You know the one, the guy
gives us the cheezy grin and
the wonderful couple shows
us true happiness in eating
popcorn. After a hundred
times or so, it gets on your
nerves.
Just in case any of you
follow ed
my
advice
religiously when setting out
to see a movie (humor me,
I'm graduating), I tend to
agree with Ebert much more
than Siskel, and I almost
consider John Douglas of the
Grand Rapids Press a god. I
wouldn't want to leave all of
you hanging
without
someone to fall back on.
Hollywood has given us a
lot of garbage in the last year
and it has been my privilege
and honor to try to warn you
ahead of time. Even if 1
wasted my time watching
some of them, it was worth it
if it saved you a few bucks
and a couple of hours; Hexed
being the best example of a
truly horrible experience.
Justa little ad vice on recent
or
soon-to-be-released
m ovies: Indian Sum m er
seems very promising, kind
of like The Big Chill meets
Meatballs. Could definitely
be worth seeing. Benny and
Joon is a must-see simply
because Mary
Stuart
Masterson is in it. I don't
think she has ever done a
bad movie. As for The Dark
Half, I loved the book, but
lately Hollywood has been
destroying Stephen King
novels. I recommend the
book, but see the movie at
your own risk.
That's it for my advice. 1
wish you the best in all your
movie going experiences,
and may you never get sick
from too much popcorn. Oh.
. . before I go, 1 want to
encourage all of you to play
the Ad dams Family pinball
game at Studio 28. It's great,
bull warn you, it's addictive.
Ta-Ta!!! And as Beth said,
"The balcony is closed."

W e d n e sd a y , A p ril 2 1 , 1 9 9 3

From the opening strains of
"Blades of Grass" by the band
23° North, I could tell that this
was going to be a good
assignment
23° North is a Grand Rapidsbased three-man band, with
Paul Johnson on bass, Scotty B.
playing drums, and sporting
Mike Raymond on guitar and
lead vocals. The overall sound
of "B lad es o f G rass"is
reminiscent of Rush witha little
bit of every musical genre
tossed in on different songs.
The tape opens with "Blades
of Grass," a snappy little tune
that advises the listener to look
to him or herself for answers to
life 's
little
troubles:
"Contemplation/ Meditation/
M ystic Vision/ C lear my
mind." Of course, nearing the
end of the scholastic year, one
can also read a lot of additional
meaning into this song: "Free
your body/ Clear your mind/
Feel the moment/ Make the
most of your time" rings true
with this stressed-out college
student.
"Catch Me if You Can" is, in
a silly way, a playful song abou t
love and sex. "If I catch you/
Then you kiss me/ If we're not
too tired/ Then we can play
again" conveys the fun that
goes along with a new rela
tionship. However, the best
line in the song plays upon a
childhood fairy tale: "Jill gave
Jack a little kiss/ Jack told Jill
that he wants more/ Jill pulled
Jack down to the floor."
As if one couldn't tell from
the title, "Somethings Taking
Me Down" is a great song with

a bluesy feel to i t The song
centers on the depression that
goes along with thinking about
the future: "This world seems
so faraway /1 don'tknow where
I'm supposed to fit into this
place." Itisafittinganthem for
most of the graduating seniors
nowadays.
On die B-side, 'Tick It Up"
and "Logos" are two guitar
laden songs that will, ahem,
pick you up and not let you
back down.
A strong baseline supple
ments the already super cool
"Love Was Young." This song
is a great way to finish out the
album. The theme deals with
retrospection of an old rela
tionship and looking back with
fondness of the good times, in
stead of focusing on the bad

A glance
ahead and a
look back at
the movies
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Well, this is the end. My last
issue of the year. Get a tissue,
you'll be alright.
Take a look up at my picture.
It's so dark and blurry, you'd
never guess it was me. I'm
actually blonde. Well, blonde
and balding.
See, you ladies get frustrated
with a bad hair day. You ought
STUDIO, from p. 1 3 ------------------song. Producer Baird Hawkins
explains, "There are different
tracks for bass and guitar... and
lead vocals on another. There
is a time code that runs on
another. This locks it all into a
console to the tape machine."
(A console is the control unit
of the electronic equipment.)
Unlike the MTV videos,
most bands record each part
separately for the best sound.
When all parts are recorded
simultaneously in the same
room this is called 2-tracking.
Station C Studios will record
anywhere from 2-track to 24track depending on the
performer's needs and finan
cial capability. Owner Tom
Jansen mentioned that most
bands will record segments
and finish them later in the

I'm doomed! Oh, it's not
that bad now, but I know I'm
destined toalifeof desperately
clinging to my youth. When
I'm 40, I'll be driving a
Corvette, wearing a rug and
playing softball.
I favor the theory that
balding is derived from stress.
The stranger your life is, the
more hair you lose.
In February of 1972, my
mother went into labor with
her first and only man-child
on the eve of the 28th. Well, I
don't think she tried hard
enough, because she missed
the 28th by three hours. So
instead, I'm a Leapyear Baby.
I get a birthday every four
years! I can't legally drink for
another 63 years! And the
worst part is the earth is
supposedly slowing down.

to try having a no-hair day.
You'd geek if you had places
on your head where hair didn't
grow.
Foryou men thatare balding,
here are a few good counter
lines when people harass you:
I'm not losing hair, I'm
gaining a solar panel.
I'm just further evolved than
you are.
You never see pictures of
balding Neanderthal men.
Some men, god gave brains,
others, he gave hair.
The higher the forehead, urn.
.. the higher the forehead... ah
screw it! Don't use that one.
I didn't realize this atrocity
until this fall. I was parting my
hair in the mirror, and noticed
that my nose was pointing
almost directly at the floor.
Think about it!
year depending on when the
time and money is available.
Station C Studios offers a
discount to bands that block
full schedule days as opposed
to individual hours. Blocking
allows musicians to come and
go when they are feeling the
most prepared to sing, with
out the worry that the expen
sive equipment needed to
record will be unavailable
when needed. Bands may then
record at all hours of the day.
The studio itself resembles
the bridge of the Starship En
terprise. Thousands of dollars
worth of switches, controls
and lights lay at midwaist.
Behind a wall of glass stands a
microphone and amplifiers.
Station C Studios has mastered
the quiet effect with wooden

walls and dark carpet.
Standing in the auto
mated control room, it
is easy to forget a dirty
street manipulates the
red building outside.
Local bands are the
pride of Station C Stu
dios. The CDs and cas
settes put outby Station
C are numerous and of
heroic quality. Some of
the best demos and re
leases I've heard are
from Station C. This
month, beforeyou head
home, be sure to look
for the new Five Day
Rain and Verve Pipe.
Local bands, local re
cording, this is it for
Soundcheck.

It's only going to take 365 days
to make a full revolution,
instead of 365 and a quarter.
They'll eliminateFeb. 29th! No
more birthdays! Boy, that
ought to be good for a clump
of hair!
Why don't they kill March
firstevery fouryearsand leave
mine alone? Maybe I'll get
lucky and they'll do it when
I'm 29.
Anyway, so there I was, a
chubby littlebaby,cursed with
a last name that no one could
say or spell. So my parents
thought they'd further the vex.
They named me Tom.
Oh, you think Tom's not too
bad? Well then why do they
call male turkeys Toms?
Read the bible.
W ho
betrayed Jesus? That's right.
Doubting Thomas. What's the

hell?!
And what's a tomboy? It's
a girl! Not only a girl, but a
cross dresser that acts like a
boy.
Anotheronethatbumsmy
ears is tomfoolery. What?
You can't take me seriously?
Hey, I'm serious sometimes.
Like when it concerns, u m ..
.well, hey, I am sometimes.
And "tomas" is Spanish for
take. Oh good! I'm a turkey,
a doubter, an idiot, a girl,
and now a thief. Great!
Thanks Mom and Dad!
Clumps of hair, falling like
rain! So if you ever wondered
why I pick on my parents,
now you know. They're pure
Voodoo!
And if you wonder why
I'm receding, you know that
too.

y * * * <*> * * * * * *
«. » «. V A
Two C Studios' technicians show the behind
the scenes work that goes into producing a recording.

PHOTO BY NIKKI BOERTMAN
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HARVEY KNOWSPRICE SELLS!
Attention College Grads!
Buy the Toyota of your choice with no
money down and no payment for 90
days and receive a special finance rate!
I~ ~

1

HARVEY
(© T O Y O T A
N O B O D Y SELLS FOR LESS, N O B O D Y !

4575 Plainfield N E
364-9700
Ompynght 1992 Harvry Marketing

‘Available only through Toyota Motor Credit Corporation. Finance charges
accrue from the contract date. Deferred payment not available on lease contracts.

Has plenty of "REAL* job opportunities this
summer. Pius, for every 40 hours worked,
your nam e is entered in a drawing for our
scholarship program. Locally Manpower
will award 3 separate $1,000 scholarships
and 21 textbook gift certificates in the
amount of $100 each. Over $5,000 will be
given away In the Western and Northern
Michigan area. Hurry... the sooner you
start working for Manpower... the better
your opportunity.
For information on how to enter, please
contact your nearest Manpower office.
234 Central Ave.
Holland. Michigan
616-392-1856

441 W. Front Street
Traverse Cltv, Michigan
616-947-3840

901 E. Tlnkham
Ludlngton. Michigan
712 Chippewa Square
820 Terrace Street
616-845-0338
Suite 101
Muskegon. Michigan
Marquette. Michigan
457 Pearl Street
616-722-6961
906-226-2211
Cadillac. Michigan
616-775-1226
400 N. State Street
705 S. Beacon Blvd.
Big Rapids, Michigan
Grand Haven, Michigan
1305
Lincoln
Rd.
616-796-1657
616-846-2730
Allegan. Michigan
616-673-5457
400 S. State Street
444 E. Mitchell St.
Petoskey, Michigan
Zeeland. Michigan
616-347-3971
616-772-4601
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Guns N’ Roses is learning to deal with stardom
By Jason
Orzechowski
Staff Writer

the lot of the Palace, I realized
drat despite the wide appeal of
the music, the majority ofGN ' R
fans are typically cheesy metalheads, most of whom wear
Metallica shirts, drive Camaros,
smoke lots of dope and drink
Budweiser. Not that there is
anything wrong with this
lifestyle, but it sure "ain't" me!
So after feeling like a freak
amongst the throngs of
metalheads, I watched the open
ing act Blind Melon. 1 thought
that they would have gotten the
stamp of approval from the
crowd, as their lead singer
Shannon Hoon appeared in the
G N 'Rvideo "Don'tCry" sing
ing next to Axle, but no such
luck. Blind Melon's brand of
70s revival rock didn't impress
many of the people there.
Axle and company hit the
stageataboutlOpmand started
with a return to the raw sound
which got them noticed so many
years ago. "Welcome to the

Years ago I saw a band called
Guns N ' Roses open for
Aerosmith. They were rowdy
and loud and obnoxious and
strung out on drugs, but they
rocked! The album Appetite For
Destruction remains one of the
best rock n' roll albums in recent
history, in my opinion After an
unanticipated rise to fame, G N'
R was catapulted into the role of
rockstardom,arolewhichldon't
think they've yet learned to deal
with.
Assoonasthescrudnizingeye
of the public fell on Axle Rose,
his head swelled and the
shenanigans commenced. The
band underwent staff changes
in light of ugly allegations of
drug abuse, the long anticipated
full-length follow up to Appetite
was postponed again and again,
and a summer tour which rode
on the promise of new material
was plagued with problems,
most of which resulted from
Axle's temper tantrums.
Finally Use YourUlusionland 11
came out and were critically
acclaimed as great pieces of
work. The problems continued
however, and forced Axle to
enter into psychotherapy. A
disturbing interview in Rolling
Stone revealed Axle's troubled
past and shed light on why he
turned out to be this way. Some
felt sorry for Axle and stood by
his side; others grew tired of his
whining and dismissed him as a
hick from Indiana who didn't
know how to handle fame.
And so Axle returned to the
stage "new and improved," with
a calmer state of mind. Aside
from an ongoing war of words
with former tour mates
Metallica, G N' R is relatively
controversy-free at this time.
Being somewhat of a fan, 1
decided to go see what they were
all about now that Axle had
undergone this miraculous
change. The place was Auburn
Hillson April 13. Uponreaching

good,andIhelightshow
was good, but I was
bored the whole time.
Rose's rock and rock
rebellion, whichmostof
the fans thrive on, 1
found to be really dull.

Famous story
takes stage
locally
By Beth Grienke
Entertainm ent Editor

The famous ballet story
"Swan Lake" will take the
stage at DeVos Hall on
April 23.

By Beth Grienke
Entertainment m tO T
___________________
The following novels all share one common link: each
is based around a mysterious set of clues that the main
characters) must solve in order to stay alive. Once the
stress of exams and termpapers are over with, all three
books are stimulating to read for fun, entertainment, and

by Michael Crichton
The Forever King
by Molly Cochran and Warren Murphy
The Firm
by John Grisham

Appearing Sunday, May 2nd 8pm at
Club Eastbrook, Grand Rapids.
Tickets available NOW at all Ticketmaster
locations. Or chaige by phone at:
(616)456-3333
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20 screens •a Jack Loeks Theatre
1350 28TH ST., S.W. • Ph. 538 8760

Student Prices (With College ID)
Studio 2 8 _____ Evenings

$4.50______ Matinees

$3.00

STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 23

to- &# r» mm &m

STUDY BREAK.

SEEKING SUM M ER
EM PLO Y M EN T OR
CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES IN
GRAND RAPID S?

Boiling Point (R) Wesley Snipes, Dennis Hopper
No Place To Hide (R) Kris Kristopherson, Drew Barrymore
Indecent Proposal (R) Woody Hmrclson, Demi Moore, Robert Redfond
The Sandlot (PG)
Cop and A Half (PG) Burt Reynolds
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (PG) Elijah Wood
The Crush (R) Cary Elwes, Jennifer Rubin
Born Yesterday Melanie Griffith, John Goodman
Point Of No Return (R) Bridget Fonda, Gabriel Byrne
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 3 (PG)
Falling Down (R) Michael Douglas, Robert Duvall
The Crying Game (R) Stephan Rea, Miranda Richardson
Unforgiven (R ) Clinr Eastwood, Gene Hackman, Morgan Freeman
Groundhog Day (PG) Bill M urray, Andie McDowell
Scent of a Woman (R) A1 Pacino, Chris O’Donnell
Aladdin (G) Animated, voice of Robin Williams

$4.25 Eves •$3.00 Before 6 pm
WITH STUDENT ID

NOW PLAYING
Demi Moore

Woody Harrelson

TNDECENT PR O PO SA L

.

Coming Friday April 23

. "J

Mary Stuart Masterson

Johnny Depp

BEN N Y & JOON

At Manpower, we offer you:

Timothy Hutton

• GreatWeekly Pay
' "•■Work Experience fo r
Your Resume
•Possible Permanent Hire
•A Flexible Work
Schedule.
«Free Computer Training

Benny & Joon (PG) Johnny Depp, Mary Stuart Masterson
Indian Summer (PG13) Alan Arkin, Elizabeth Perkins
This Boy’s Life (R) Robert DeNiro, Ellen Baricin
The Dark Half (R) Timothy Hutton, Amy Madigan
Who’S The Man (R) Ice-T, Queen Latifah, Dr. Dre

NOW SHOWING

-S T U D E N T ADM ISSION—

Become a. Manpower:
tempoftfry and work aa much
or as little as you wish.We;
have many opportunities in
the following areas;

THE DARK HALF

Special Sneak Preview Saturday April 24
Dave (PG13) Kevin Kline, Sigourney Weaver, Ben Kingsly

Starts Friday, April 30
The Pickle (R) Danny Aiello, Shelley Winters, Ally Sheedy
Splitting Heirs (PGI3) Eric Idle, Rick Moranis, John Cleese

f

Cal Maapowtr today! iMiediate ^
pU oaeat for qualified applicants.
Manpower Temporary Servicer
2930 Broadmoor SE
Grand Rapid., MI 49512
(616)957-0461
Or
(616) 534-3495 •Canal SW
(616) 361-7200 •Plainfield NE
V (616) 897-0050 •505 W Main. LoweUJ

them in the comfortable confines
of my own house where I can
control the volume and where I
don't have to listen to anybody
singing along and vocally wor
shiping their AXLEGOD.
The dedication of tire fans is
something to see. At the point in
the show where Axle voiced his
disoontentwithMetallica,the fans
wearing Metallica t-shirts didn't
standupfbrtheirband,butrather
cheered along with Axle in the
condemnation of the group.
Hello!
Enough of
this, I will
leave you to
your own
opinions and
stoptryingto
influence
you
with
mine. Ileave
my
staff
writer post
open to you
all. Canyon.

Book picks deal out riveting mysteries
showopeners,and they
sounded great They
rocked on with a mixture of old and new, in
cluding an acoustic set
which entailed songs
^<
from the "G N 'R Lies"
enand the newaflrums
fTall sounded really

& # ft

•Officii.
• Mattering
•Accounting.
«Industrial
• Technical.

The clique drum and guitar solos were enough to put me to
sleep, but I did find Axle's piano
solo to be quite impressive, pos
sibly my favorite point of tire
show. They played song after
song, in a seemingly neverending
build-up toa moving "sweetchil
Omine" which they ended with.
By this point, I was sitting down,
and getting really tired and
thinking about the long drive
home ahead of me. Having
stomached as much as I could of
theidioticchantsformthecrowd,
Idedded to get thehell out while
I still could. We left before the
encore, which I'msurewasgreat.
I don't want to completely
condemn the show because it
wasn't bad. I just have a hard
time relating to this type of audience and this type of show. They
played for a couple of hours
straight which was really cool,
but I think I've had my fill for a
long while. I still like Guns N'
Roses, but I prefer to listen to
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The World’s Best Movie Theatres
STAR GRAND RAPIDS • 1-96 & Alpine Ave. 785-9200
STAR HOLLAND • Manufacturers Mall 394-5770

For last-minute changes and showtimes, call the movie hotline at 538-8760
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Alpine Theatre
Call 784-5955 For
Movies and Showtimes
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Lakers put on defensive show at annual Blue-White football game
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By Sarah Stinson
Editor in Chief
Over a month of
daily spring prac
tice for the GVSU
football team cul
minated in a 7-7
tie between the
blue and white
squads after their
annual intrasquad
scrim m age last
Saturday.
The 20th annual
spring
game
turned out to be a
low-scoring e\
as the Laker
fense dominated
onbothsidesofthe
ball, and denied
both t h e ___
any points at all in
the second half.
"W e're a very Running back Spencer Calhoun gets some l
d ifferen t team outside during the 7-7 tie game in Lubbers St
Wells' foot, but his 42-yard
now than we were at this time
held goal attempt fell just short.
last year," commented defen
The Blues were persistent,
sive coordinator W illie
however, and though it took
Martinez. "Thebiggestchange
them until 6:56 before the half,
has been our level of commit
they
were still the first to put
ment, and that's improved the
any
points
on the board.
whole character of our defense.
The
touchdown
came via
We're all working towards the
Spencer Calhoun, a sopho
same goal now."
more running back who scam
The Blue team was working
pered in from 16 yards out
toward one goal on Saturday,
Wells
added the extra point
too— to put some points on the
for
a
seven
point lead for the
board— and Joe Prout deliv
Blue
squad.
ered as he caught a 9-yard pass
A senior transfer fromNotre
for the first score of the game at
Dame, Rusty Setzer helped the
the 1453 mark of the second
White team come alive off a
quarter. Prom's TD was called
long run which put them close
back, however, after a holding
to their first look at paydirt.
call against the white squad.
After serving as a tight end
Two plays later, the Blue
for
the Lakers last fall, Ryan
team tried again, this time rest
Ostrowski is now working out
ing their hopes on kicker Carey
Senior quarterback Noah Nagy, at the helm o f the Blue Team,
prepares to fire a pass during the scrimmage.
PHOTO BY ADAM CARROLL
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Ashland wrestling coach questions
end of Grand Valley's program
The following letter from AU
coach Tom Linder to President
Lubbers is condensed for space
Dear Mr. Lubbers,
Mostrecently, 1wasappalled
to find that Grand Valley State
University had dropped its
wrestling program. As a per
son who has dedicated his life
to wrestling, I found this deci
sion to be very disheartening.
I have read the press release
concerning the program and I
have some real problems with
the reasons cited for eliminat
ing wrestling at Grand Valley.
I don't understand how a
program with such a strong and
successful tradition has been
reduced to ashes in such a short
time, unless of cousre, it was
destroyed from within. I be
lieve because of the swiftness
of the demise of Grand Valley
wrestling, it had to have been

an administrative "inside job."
The headline in the Grand
Rapids Press was very accurate
when it said there was a "lack of
interest", but it didn't go far
enough in stating that the real
lack of interest was only on the
side of the administration.
How can athletic director
Mike Kovalchik say they made
several attempts to return the
team to a competitive level when
he turned around and hired a
part-time coach and eliminated
what little athletic scholarship
aid there was.
1 would like to address an
other myth that was stated for
dropping the program. Where
is it carved in stone that a wres
tling program must have a
conference affiliation to sur
vive? Wrestlers don't qualify
through a conference, they
qualify throught a regional
P lea se see C O A C H , p. 17
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of the fullback spot, and he
powered his way into the end
zone from the three just a few
plays later.
Wells added a PAT for the
White team as well to knot up
the game just 21 seconds be
fore the Lakers collectively
headed into the locker room.
The defense held everyone
in the second half of thegame,
something that pleased many
of the Laker coaches.
"M ost of our evaluation
happens in practice, but the
most important factor is how
the players respond in game
situations. Looking good in
practice and looking good
against a real opposition are
two totally different things,"
commented head coach Brian
Kelly.
Though to many of the
Grand Valley players the
Spring Game is just a nice way
to end the grueling month of
practice, to other members of
the team it represents much
more.
For some, Saturday's game
was their first opportunity to
prove themselves on the field
in a Laker uniform.
"We want all of our players
to take football seriously,"
Kelly said, "but some of the
younger kids, especially the
red shirts and the transfers, see
the game as a great opportu
nity to make their presence
felt."
Kelly was satisfied that the
staff had done well with the
transfers, as they all played
well on Saturday, and most
are expected to crack into the
lineup somewhere in the fall.
Some of the newcomers ha ve

PHOTO BY ADAM CARROLL

the Laker veterans working
hard to hold on to their posi
tions. The quarterback spot
(w ith sen io r Noah Nagy,
sophomore Nick Ceglarek, and
sophomoreGRCC transfer Eric
Stover) will be hotly contested,
as will the kicking position
(with senior Carey Wells, and
freshm en K eith Loos and
Dominic Migaldi).
Many of the returners made
their presence well known to
everyone on Saturday as well.
Calhoun led Grand Valley on
the ground with 47 yards rush
ing for the Blue team, while
Youssef Sareini, also on the B1ue
side, caught three passes to lead
the Lakers in the air.
D efensively, junior lin e
backer Todd Rumler racked up
a team-leading 13 tackles on
the day for the White team. On
the same side, Dan Bowden,
Randy Kieft, Dan McLean, and
A1 Nykamp each tallied eight
tackles.
Blue team defensive tackles
Dan Wisinski and Tom Reuter
also had big games for the Lak
ers, and it is expected that both
of them will play key roles this
coming fall.
Brett Karasek and Joe Heiler,
also on the Blue side, each re
corded sacks, Heiler's for a 15yard loss, while senior Joe
Huhn had seven tackles, three
for loss, and a sack.
As far as this fall goes,
Martinez cites the leadership
of the Laker co-captains like
Huhn (along with SS Hardie
Farr, center Sean Mele and LB
Dave Stachura) as a major key
to the Lakers' success as well.
"As they go," he concludes,
"the team will go."

Netters roll into championships
By Alan Babbitt
Staff Writer
The conference tourna
ment could not have come
at a better time for theGVSU
tennis team.
Following three straight
league triumphs last week,
the Lakers will head to
Midland, MI., Friday and
Saturday for their last
matches of the season.
Coach Tim Sutherland's
team has at least three
seeded players in the up
coming tourney, including
the third doubles team of
^T od d Daniel and Terry Bell,

Steve D eRose at fifth
singles, and A1 Adams at
sixth singles. Sutherland
said that he expects all of
his players will do well.
For the first time, GVSU
went to Detroit and swept
Oakland and WayneState.
Grand Valley defeated
Oakland 5-4 on Friday and
knocked off Wayne State
6-3 on Saturday.
"[Rob] Gurden's victory
at number one singles
clinched the Oakland
match for us," Sutherland
said. "Those were two
great wins for us, and I
P lea se s e e G L IA C , p. 19
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tournament.
The Ashland University
program has thrived as an in|dependent for more than ten
years. Don't hide behind the
|excuse of not being in a con
feren ce becau se it is an
irellevantand moot point that
has been proven unfounded
where it concerns wrestling.
I think foe university and
|community deserve to know
the real reason behind the
j discontinuation of wrestling
at Grand Valley not some
public relationssnow job. Ifit
1is a gender equity issue, then
I say so. If it is because the
athletic director is unwilling
to do foe extra work needed
to keep the program or is
|unw illing to fight for the
program then say so. What
kind of an example would we
set as coaches and teachers if
w hen confronted w ith a
problem we take the easy way
[ out by running away from it.
What message has the uni
versity sent to it's students?
Win or else?
The worst message that
comes from this decision is
that if a program rich with
tradition and history such as
Grand Valley's can be elimi
nated then so can programs at
other university's. YoudeciI sion will no doubt have an
effecton mine and every other
program at the Division II
level. You haven't displaced
one coach and several indi
viduals, you could have very
well impacted over 40 pro
grams across foe country.
So what do you do now,
wipe your hands clean of 56
All-Americans and seven na
tional champions? Do you
continue to send the message
that if you aren't successful,
weeliminateyou even though
we've done everything pos
sible to m ake success
unatainable?
I say you reconsider, roll up
your sleeves rnd attack what
ever problems forced this de
cision in foe first place. Send
out the message that Grand
Valley State is not a quitter
and that you are willing to
fight to continue a rich tradi
tion withastronghistory. You
must show support for your
student athletes and all of the
wrestling community.
Sincerely,
Thomas Linder
Head w restling coach at
i Ashland University
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Lakers ta k e th ree out of four from O aklan d
Homers contribute to Laker win Saturday

By M ike Amey
Staff Writer

It seems like baseball coach
Andy Chopp is teaching the
Laker baseball team the old
philosophy of "hit 'em where
they ain't."
Over the fence.
The Lakers pounded four
more home runs on Saturday
en route to splitting a doubleheader with Oakland.
Jeff Bates pitched a complete
game, winning5-4 in game one.

Grand Valley scored theirfive
runs on only three hits, all of
them being home runs.
Scott Finley took Matt Byrd
deep in the bottom of the first
for a two run shot, driving in
Doug Nyhuis.
Jon Coso drove in the next
two runs with a two run dinger
in foe second, driving in catcher
Scott Nichols, who walked to
get on base.
With foe score tied 4-4 with
two out in foe bottom of the
seventh, Coso struck again,
blasting a solo
home run to win
the game.
"C oso is fi

Big innings prove to be
the difference Sunday
By Mike Amey
Staff Writer

Because of pool- field conditions, Grand
Valley has not played a legitimate "home"
game y et But that didn't seem to bother
them Sunday.
"It's hard on the players and coaching staff,
but it's just something we'll have to deal wi th.
It's not a problem as long as we can find a
facility," explained coach Andy Chopp.
The Lakers bounced back from Saturday's
split with Oakland to sweep the Pioneers in
Sunday's twinbill.
In the opener, foe Lakers exploded in the
bottom of the seventh inning for five runs to
win 6-5.
"W e just had a great rally. The key hit was
Kurt Reits's two run single with two outs off
their ace left-handed pitcher (Tracey Piehl),
and that scored the tying and winning runs,"
said Chopp.
Steve Nahs tossed five innings for the Lak
ers before being removed in the sixth, allow
ing all five Oakland runs. Dave Searles came
on in relief, and threw the final two innings.
"We got our usual good performance from
Nahs. He gave us five good innings before
we had to go to the bullpen (because) he got
hit with a line drive," said Chopp.
In the second game, the Lakers pounded
out 11 runs in foe second game, winning 11-

2.
Mike Bell went the distance on the mound,
throwing a five-hitter and to get his first win
of the yearagaiast three losses.
"It's good to see him put together seven
strong innings. He's been giving us some
good innings, but then all of a sudden he'll
blow up in an inning and just hasn't had the
consistency he needs to have," said Chopp.
In the second inning, 15 Lakers came to the
plate, with Doug Nyhuis, Jon Coso, and Scott
Finley collecting two hits each.
"1 was really pleased with the way we
performed on Sunday after having a rough
game on Saturday," praised Chopp.
The Lakers are currently 12-11 overall, and
5-2 in foe GLIAC.

nally getting on track offen
sively," praised head coach
Andy Chopp.
A fewweeksago,Choppcompared the Laker pitching staff to
the Detroit Tigers. Now it seems
more like the Lakers are hitting
like Detroit
"We do have very good power.
I'd like to see us hit a little more
consistently, especially against
the better pitchers as far as mak
ing contact," continued Chopp.
The tables turned in foe sec
ond game, however as Oakland
won 11-3.
"The second game was a good
game until the sixth inning, and
then we just blew up," said

Chopp.
The Pioneers broke a 4-2 lead
wide open, scoring seven runs
in the top of the seventh.
"It was a combination of the
pitching and defense. We made
four errors. We were in that
ball game all the way until we
blew up," Chopp explained.
Art Cory threw four innings
for Grand Valley, allowing the
first four runs.
Ron Meyer tossed just over
two innings, and wason foe hill
when the Oakland rally began,
allowing two runs before being
relieved by Matt Thom, who
faced five batters, allowing four
unearned runs.

CONGRATULATIONS GVSU
1993 GRADUATES!

ITALIAN n
RISTOI^ANTE

Celebrate Your Graduation Dinner
at Johnny Noto's Italian Ristorante^
for Authentic Italian Dining!!
Call for Reservations Today!

791-0092
OPEN at NOON on Graduation Day!
Saturday, May 1,1993
4259 Lake Michigan Drive in Standale

WIND. WAVES. &WHEELS
198 N orthland Drive, N .E. • Rockford, Michigan 49341

Has a large selection of Bauer Skates, Wheels, and Fads v
Also Check Out Name Brands By:

•Dr. Martins
• Fresh Jive
•Blind «Stussy
*Droors

and a great selection of womens bathing suits.

Store
QAuea X F / 3 SKAres Kentwood
Located Across From
SUM H W 4 TS
\2 9 .9 529th St. Quad Theatre

F 2 0 % D is c o u n t
j on protective gear with purchase of skates
i
Good Thru 4/25
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Softball team picks up at end of week Laker track team gearing
up for Great Lakes meet
Errors cost Lakers in Aquinas doubleheader
By Kevin Collins
Staff Writer
The Grand Valley softball
team lost both ends of
doubleheader to Aquinas98 and 9-1 last Wednesday
despite strong hitting.
The Lakers had 12 hits in
the first game, four more
than Aquinas,butstruggled
defensively, committing
five errors.
Sheree Knola led the
Laker offense with three
hits,indudingadoubleand

a triple, a run and three RBIs.
Maggie James and Jenny
Bowen each added two hits.
James and Stad Lubin scored
two runsapiece, while Bowen
and Kelly Adler each batted
in two runs.
Kim Sebesta took the loss,
giving up three walks and
striking out four in a complete
game effort The loss evened
her record at 6-6.
Grand Valley struggled in
the field in the second gameas
well.
Six Laker errors and eight

A quinas hits dow ned
Grand Valley as they could
manage only one run on
eight hits.
Bowen collected three
hits, including a triple.
Knola batted in Trina Sinks
for the lone Laker run.
Starter Nicole Stuck, now
0-6, gave up six hits, eight
runs, seven walks and
struck out one in three and
two-thirds innings. Allison
VanHom allowed two hits
and a run in relief.

Defense Improves in spilt with Hillsdale
By Kevin Collins
Staff Writer
In the first conference ac
tion of die season, the Laker
softball team split a doubleheader at Hillsdale Saturday,
losing die first game 3-1 and
coming back in the second
with a 10-1 victory.
Kim S eb esta's record
dropped to 6-7 after the firstgame loss. She gave up six
hits, three walks and struck
out three.
Vicky Vineyard, Kelly

Adler and Lisa Stevens col
lected die only hits for Grand
Valley, each with a single.
Adler baded in Misd Ander
son to score the only Laker
run.
The Lakers found their bats
in the second game, collecting
10 hits. Grand Valley put the
game away with eight runs in
the fifth inning.
Stad Lubin, Sheree Knola
and Adler paced die Lakers
with two hits each.
Knola had three RBIs and
Trina Sinks added two. Nine

different Lakers scored runs,
with Adler collecting two.
Allison VanHom earned the
win on the mound to improve
her record to 4-5. She struck
out two, walked none and gave
up six hits.
The Lakers are now 10-18
overall and 1-1 in conference
^ Grand Valley travels to Mid
land to take on Northwood
University Friday and host
conference rival Wayne State
Sunday.

By Tonya Wilholt
Staff Writer
The Laker women's track
team is taking time off from
competing — but not from
practicing, coach Gary Mar
tin said.
Martin said he has been
preparing the team for the
May 7 conference meet since
the start of die season by be
ginning with easy competi
tion and ending with diffi
cult competition.
The women competed in
an unscored meetatSaginaw
Valley in Saginaw, Mich.,
Saturday.
Martin said if the meet had
been scored, the women
would have placed second
behind Saginaw Valley.
KellyOberlinwonthehigh
jump with a height of 5'6"
and Jennifer Denton placed
second withaheightof 5'2".
Amber Johnson won the
heptathalon with a total of
3,352 points. The sevenevent hep-tathalon consists
of the 100-meter hurdles,
javelin, shot put, long jump,
800-meter run, high jump,
and 200-meter dash.

Tamie Gipe topped the
shot put with a distance of
44'1" and the discus with a
distance of 125'2".
Kandi Kent won the 400meter dash with a time of
1:00.72.
Twelve teams competed:
A lm a, C alvin, Eastern
M ichigan, Ferris, Grand
V alley, H ope, Lansing
C om m unity, M acom b,
M ichigan Technological,
Olivet, Saginaw Valley and
University of DetroitMercy.
Martin said Saginaw had
a home-team advantage,
adding that the Lakers will
have that advantage for the
con feren ce tournam ent,
which will be held in Grand
Rapids.
Martin is worried about
Hilldale, saying that the
Chargers distance runners
could be the difference.
"Their distance runners
can really pull it out," Mar
tin said.
The Lady Lakers will find
out how good the Chargers
are on Friday and Saturday
when the Lakers travel to
Hillsdale for the Hillsdale
Relays.

■
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Laker track men prepare for conference meet
By Tonya W ilholt
Staff Writer
April showers bring May
flow ers... and conference
tournaments.
Laker track coach Gary
Martin is preparing the men's
track team for their May 7
conference meet.
"W e have something to
prove," said M artin."W e
have our own goals. They're
not as high as the women's,
but we really have to work
hard to achieve them."
"It's just very tough com
petition outthere in the men's
division," said Martin. "We'll
be there in a couple of years.
Right now we just need to
take this as a learning experi
ence."
The men ran in an 12-team
unscored meet at Saginaw
Valley on Saturday. If the
meet had been scored, the
men would have placed fifth
in the competition.
Tony Armor placed third
in the decathalon with 5,294

points and Bruce Adams
placed sixthwith4241 points.
The 10-event decathalon
includes the 100-meter dash,
long jump, shot put, high

jump, 400-meter dash, 110high hurdles, discus, pole
vault, javelin and 1500-meter
run.
In the triple jump, Dave

GL1AC, from p. 16 --------------------------------------------------guess that we are on a roll."
Grand Valley finished the regular season with a league
record of 4-2 and is guaranteed no worse that third place in
theGLIAC. There is a possibility that the Lakers will end the
year in second place.
"This team rises to the occasion," Sutherland said.
"Whenever we needed a win, someone stepped forward for
us. But Todd [Daniel] and Rob [Gurden] really had a great
week."
A dean sweep of the doubles flight helped key the
^ triu m p h over the Tartars.
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538-6800
EOE/AAP

Many job s are trainable!
Full & Part-Time!
Wages start at $5 to $6
per hour!
No Fee!
S u i- ’io^-'SSe *54
^ / o . o o - C o Jj-O .o q ,
d ep en d
° ' 1 S'2-G-

c^ndSpec ‘ ■Ple.G-rt*0O5

K/i
CRU ISE SHIP
EMPLOYMENT

3 things you need in life:
Sun, Sand and Money.
We'll give you all three.
Restaurant help wanted.
Charlie Marlin's Isle
Marina. All positions.
Experience preferred. 8470200 or appiyttl person.

For more information call:

/ a /itLh o rr)

mm

Telemarketers needed:
Experience is a m ust Great
work and environment
Think you’ve got potential?
Call 249-7910 between 9am
and 1pm or 5pm and 9pm.

Come See Us:
Thursday, April 22
1:00pm to 3:00pm
At:
GVSU
Kirkhoff Center
1 Campus Drive
Allendale, MI

with ID $2.50 visit ,

We are open..._________ ;________ _____

OO -fo r A d s.

LOOKING FOR AN
EXCITING AND
CHALLENGING SUMMER
JOB? Be a camp counselor at
Day Camp. You work
Monday thru Friday 9am3pm. Get great experience
working with children. If
interested please call
Carmenat 892-4772 for more
information.

•^

NEW MANAGEMENT!

<Stuc/*nXs~l Vacu tty a n d

Jobs & Money

Staffing. Inc. is recruiting for light-industrial
spring & summer jobs for companies
throughout Grand Rapids!

A ero b ics N o w A v a ila b le !
.
G R A N D VALLEY STATE
C a ll tor Info
F M *
.„ a I
lM 1
UNIVERSITY STUDENT SPECIAL
"LOOK GOOD AND F E E L GREA T’

H EW

University of Detroit Mercy
all partidpated in the com
petition.
The Lakers will run this
com int Saturday in the
Hillsdale Relays at Hillsdale.

EARN EXTRA INCOME
THIS SPRING & SUMMER!

L o c a te d in G ra n d V alley F o o d
C e n te r Plaza

O o f f m e m b e r s h lp
for students

is all if costs to place a
PERSONAL or ORGANI
ZATION ad In the classi
fied s se c tio n of the
Lanthom. Two dollars
will get you up to 25
words. 10 cents per word
after that. All classified
ads m u st be In the
Lanthom office, on the
ground floor of Kirkhof
Center. The deadline for
classified messages Is 5
p.m. Thursday for the
following week's edition.

Hain placed third with a dis
tance of 40'115".
Alma, Calvin, Ferris, Grand
Valley, Hope, Lansing Com
munity, Macomb, Michigan
Technological, Northwood,
Olivet, Saginaw Valley and

Now hiring students. $300/
$400 wkly. Summer/Full
Time. Tour Guides, Gift
Shop Sales, Deck Hands,
Bartenders, Casino Dealers,
Etc. World TravelCarribean, Alaska, Europe,
Hawaii. No experience
necessary. Call 1-602-6800323 Ext 23.
Summer Jobs
We have several clerical and
general labor positions
available in the following
areas: Ann Arbor, Canton,
Belleville, Tecumseh,
Brighton. Call Norrell
Temporary Services. (313)
677-2891

Services
Standale Trading Company
Instant C A SK Buying and
selling Qass Rings, Gold,
Diamonds, Stereos, VCRs,
Sporting Goods, Guns,
Instruments, Leathers, Tools,
etc. Buy Back Option
available. We buy and sell
anything of value. Next to
McDonalds in Standale.
Tuesday through Friday:
11am to 7pm. Saturday
10am to 3pm. 453-4799
Standale Sports Center
Trophies, Plaques, & Awards
for all your recognition needs.
4163 Lake Michigan Dr. NW
Standale Mi 49504. Ribbons,
custom tee shirts, hats.
Engraving in house. Bait,
tackle, ammo. Hunting &
Fishing licenses.

Word Processing
Services - Term papers,
overhead transparencies
and resumes. 5 mins,
from GVSU in Jenison.
457-1903
$10 Tune-ups. Cheap, cheap
bike repair performed by
Nuts in the Woodwork's Tom
Kirchhoff. Jokes included.
House calls 791-9529

For Sale
For Sale: 12 String Acoustic
Guitar. Sounds Good, Good
Condition. Sacrificing at $200.
Call Mike at 895-9053.
Need a computer, for low
prices call Steve at 453-8972
Alligator- South American
Caimen, 15” long, beautiful,
vicious. 2 yrs. old, must see +
29 gallon tank, heater &
gravel. $130 Tim 669-3118
1983 Nissan Sentra- 2-door,
sunroof, heat, air, oil, stereo,
new clutch, 37 mpg. Call
Dave with best offer. 878-9369
Queen mattress & boxsprings
for sale. $60 or best offer. 4578265

Apartment For Rent
Upper two-bedroom
apartment of 2 unit house.
N.W. side of Grand Rapids. 3
blocks from 196 Freeway.
Prefer no pets and nonsmokers. Call 793-7696
Wanted: Six girls to live in
white Ranch at entrance of
campus by June 1st. Includes
4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms,
finished basement with
fireplace and full garage.
Please come see or call 8954250______________________
House for rent. Up to 6
students. (Township
approved for college
students.) Washer/Dryer.
Contact Greg or Pam. 8955139

Organizations
Anyone interested in playing
Men's Intercollegiate
Volleyball at the club level
next year call Dan at 774-7091.
ATTENTION:
ANYONE INTERESTED IN
PLAYING HOCKEY AT
THE CLUB LEVEL FOR
GVSU NEXT YEAR PLEASE
CONTACT GARY @8957727.

Housing

Wanted

Roommate Wanted: female
needed to share 2-bedroom
apartment at Apple Ridge in
Standale. Please Call! 453-8796

1 need tickets for graduation.
Please call 791-1048 or 4523107. Ask for Sue.

Roommate needed beginning
fall '93. University
Townhouses off Fillmore
$170/month plus 1/4 utilities.
Contact Vicki or Cheryl 8957282

Stu d en ts N eeded!

CRUISE J O B S
Earn $2,000+/month working for
Cruise Ship* and Tour Companies.
Holiday, Summer and Full-Time
employment available. For info, call:
Cruise E m ploym ent S ervice*
(206) 6 3 4 -0 4 6 8 e x t C 5 6 2 3

Graduation Tickets Needed
Please call Conni @ 456-5001
Will pay MONEY!

Resorts
WINTER BLUES?
SPRING BREAK
GETAWAY!
Traverse City Area. Ro
mantic, cozy log cabins on
Lake Thomas surrounded by
Forest. $49 - $69 nightly.
Includes ou tdoor hot tub and
much more. Ellis Lake Resorts. (616)276-9502.
Horseback Riding - The
Flying Horseshoe Riding
Ranch Inc. is open for public
ridng. Ride with or w/o a
guide. Group rates available.
Yankee Springs Recreation
Area. Phone 1-795-7119 or 1795-7037

Personals
Zoro, Don't forget to
holster your sword before
you go to bed tonight!
K
Michelle- I'm not mad at
you... I just miss you. Call me.
Mr. Curious
P.S. When are you going to
teach me 2 handed Euchre

•ALASKA*
SU M M E R JO B S
Studenta Needed! Earn $400+/week in cauteries or
HIBOrAnoafconlidfogboaa FnsTmportadcji! Roan
i l i w t f N oapnecany. M fo crfan ie for info cat

(2 0 6 ) 5 4 5 -4 1 5 5 e x t. A 5623

• INTERNATI ONAL EMP L O YMEN T .
M ake $ 2 ,0 0 0 -9 4 ,0 0 0 +
per
a o il
teaching basic conversational English
abroad. Japan k Taiwan. Many provide
room k board ♦ other benefits No prior
training or teaching certificate required'
Call: (2 0 6 ) 6 3 2 -1 1 4 6 cat, JS 6 2 3

SELL
vnm

Cash for
cu rreot

SELL
YOUR

April 26 - 30
D u r in g E x a m W eek
UNIVERSITY

Lower Level

and

EBERHARD CENTER BOOKSTOI

301 WEST PULTON • OKAND M M D S, Ml W O I • T71-M Q2

E irkhof Center

Monday - Friday
8:30 - 6:00

10-8pm.
Friday 9-4pm.

